
 

 
 



 

Why I Documented Step 4 
There are many marketing systems available on the Internet that promise success. I’ve tried a 
few. I’ve paid for a few. More often than not, more fluff than substance came to the surface 
and I found myself in the same spot I was in before I started, only with less money in my 
pocket. 
 
The TW3 marketing system flipped the tired formula of, “Buy my book, make millions!” using a 
multi-tiered approach to support. When I started, I couldn’t figure out how to apply TW3 to my 
music school. Solution: sell TW3 using their successful system and sales funnel to learn a 
basic funnel. I wasn’t super tech savvy and I didn’t have a lot of time to set up a funnel. 
Solution: Borrow elements of my Trainer’s funnel. Like many people, I’m a visual learner. 
Solution: All the basic training is provided in video format. In fact, every training Terry does is 
recorded and archived.  
 
Not to mention Ticket Support and live trainings from Terry himself! The man is dedicated to 
ensuring our success. All you have to do is be a willing participant and own up to taking full 
responsibility for your results. In the end, you must take action and build your own funnel.  
 
Despite all the above, I had a challenge getting through Step 4 due to short-term memory - I 
literally won’t remember what I just saw in the video 10 minutes earlier. Not clearly enough. 
And it’s a really long video, so locating an answer that I vaguely recalled was “somewhere” 
earlier in the video became frustrating. I attribute this to metal & chemical poisoning exposure 
over the years. I’m literally allergic to metal.  
 
To combat my short-term memory “holes”, I wrote down supplemental notes as a reference for 
myself. Then I added some extra notes and updates where things weren't the same as what 
the video showed, or added a few extra bits of wisdom gathered over the years.  
 
After sharing it with a few of my own clients, I realized that maybe my little “book” would help 
others (even if they don’t have memory problems!). So here it is. My book isn’t perfect, but I 
hope it helps speed you through this very important Step 4 of the TW3 Training Program.  
 

 
Trevor Eisenman 
November 2019 
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Overview - Read This Before the Step 4 Video 

Which Part of Step 4 is Documented? 
After clicking on Step 4 from the main Dashboard, you will find seven videos to study: 
 

1. 1a - Sales Funnel A-Z (Reagan’s) 
2. 1b - Sales Funnel A-Z (Terry’s) 
3. 2 - Creating Ad Copy 
4. 3 - CL Traffic “start here” 
5. 4 - Using Facebook 
6. 5 - Big Picture 
7. 6 - Flush Funnel 

 
This write-up is mostly a stand-alone interpretation of Step 1a (Reagan’s), not a transcription, 
as it also includes some amendments and clarifications I have made for my own study and 
use. While I follow the sequence of Reagan’s video, I wrote this as a reference I could use 
without having to play the video. I have also included some videos from 3rd parties to train the 
novice website builder on basics, like how to navigate a particular tool or other “understood” 
concepts. You still need to watch Reagan’s video at least once.  
 

NOTE: I do not guarantee this documentation is accurate or up to date, as the video 
could change after I write this.  

 
In his video, Reagan Wilson demonstrates how to build your Sales Funnel in the TW3 back 
office. The PDF version for building the Sales Funnel available in Step 4 (called “Click to 
Download Funnel PDF”) is out of date as of 4/23/2019.  

Time Stamps 
Throughout this write-up I have tried to note the video time in minute:second format (00:00). 
That should enable the reader to find a specific part of the video, kind of like an index. 
 

NOTE: Everyone in the company is using the same Wordpress system. Follow the 
directions in the training, instead of experimenting. It’s possible you could accidentally 
change a major element of the site, causing issues with other people’s sites or even 
crashing the system. An example are site Themes. Plug-ins is another one. If you 
aren’t sure, ask Ticket Support.  
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Start the Video (00:00) 
Reagan introduces himself and the purpose of the video.  

What is a Funnel? (01:06) 
 
An online sales funnel is a series of connected web pages to bring a prospect from zero 
knowledge to decision (to buy or not to buy). “Funnel” means to move or guide something 
through, or as if through, a funnel. It comes from two Latin words that literally mean “pour 
into.” Most sales funnels are built on the concept of putting a lot of prospects in, and by the 
time you get to the end, many of the leads/prospects have been filtered out for various 
reasons.  
 
Funnels are often represented with the wide end on top (beginning point) and the narrow end 
on the bottom (or exit point). Reagan’s image of a funnel in the video could be considered 
“upside-down,” although it’s still a funnel shape (narrower at one end).  
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Regardless of the “shape” a sales funnel is just a concept. Reagan’s TW3 Sales Funnel 
example in the video, this time from left to right, consists of the following elements: 
 
Ad Copy (image)  

⇒ Apply Page (WP Form)  

⇒ TW3 Orientation Videos (CC 1-3)  

⇒ Survey (WP Form) 
 
Clarification Notes: 
 

● The TW3 Ad Copy is a clickable image linked to a website page which hosts an Apply 
Form. You build all of these items in your backoffice. 

● The Apply form is created separately from the page that hosts the form, in WP Forms 
(in your backoffice)  

● When a prospect fills out and submits the Apply form (which gives you some of their 
contact info), the funnel then automatically takes the prospect to a series of 3 videos.  

● The videos give an overview of TW3. The videos are called CC1, CC2 and CC3. CC is 
short for “Call Center.” 

● Then the funnel takes the prospect to the Survey form. The survey form is more 
detailed, and helps you to get to know the prospect. This form is also built in WP 
Forms in your backoffice.  

 
Both forms are instantly sent to you once they are submitted by the prospect, IF you are using 
a form created in YOUR back office/website. If you are new, and already started posting ads, 
you may be borrowing your Trainer’s forms, in which case your Trainer is getting the form 
responses and must forward them to you. This means it takes longer to get the form 
responses.  
 
So get your own sales funnel set up as soon as possible, so you have full control over the 
entire process.  
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Starting the Process: (02:50) 
 

1. Login to your TW3 Dashboard 
 

2. Click on “Pages” in the main menu on the left.  

 
a. Click on “Add New” 

 
b. Name the page. In the video, Reagan names it “Ad Copy” but you may name it 

whatever you like.  
 

c. Click “Add Media” button.  
 

NOTE:  TW3’s platform includes an editing software called “Elementor.” Regan is NOT 
using Elementor in the video (yet). When you edit a web page in Elementor, the format 
of the edit software changes and it looks quite different than what you will see in 
Reagan’s video. If you accidentally end up in Elementor, there is a toggle button below 
the Page name (in this case “Ad Copy”) to switch back to the default editing software.  
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Full Size Ads 800 X 1200 (03:40) 
Reagan says in the video that the ad should be “full-size” or 800 wide X 1200 pixels long. 
Since the image in the example isn’t the right size, he explains how to create the right size ad 
using Canva.com.  
 

Canva Ad Copy Section (04:00)  
(To skip the Canva portion, move the video forward to 6:35) 
 
From 04:00 to 06:20 in the video, Reagan switches to explaining Canva.com (picture editing 
software) to show how to change the size of the photo and very quickly explains how to use 
www.canva.com to build your own ad from scratch.  
 
Unfortunately, Canva’s layout changed since the video was created so his explanation doesn’t 
match what you’d see in Canva today (welcome to technology!). In the video he actually ends 
up using an existing image, so that’s what we will do in the next section. You can still pick up a 
couple of tips on using Canva though! 
 

Using the Ad Copy Library (06:35) 
Alternately to using Canva, use the “Ad Copy” library available in the Toolbox. Simply choose 
an ad, save it to your computer and upload it into WP. If you’re not sure where to go or how to 
save and upload an ad, I have laid it out below, step by step, using screenshots with the steps 
listed out using green pointer icons.  
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Here’s the list of photos you’ll probably see (I’ve included the sizes in the names - only 1 is the 
wrong size): 
 

● COACHcall.png (800x1200) 
● COACHclick.png (800x1200) 
● GNLcall.png (800x1200) 
● GNLclick.png (800x1200) 
● INScall.png (800x1200) 
● INSclick.png (800x1200) 
● Now-Hiring.png (500 X 800) 
● REALcall.png (800x1200) 
● REALclick.png (800x1200) 
● Clad.gif (800x1200) 

 
Click through the list to see which ad you’d like to use.  
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 Right click with your mouse to save the ad image someplace you can access it to upload it to 
Craigslist.  
 

 
Return to the new Ad Copy page in TW3’s backoffice. Click “Add Media” to start the upload 
process.  
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Click upload files, and then Select Files to add your image to your Ad Copy Page.  
 

 
 

After Inserting the Selected Ad (07:00) 
At this point we have created a new page, named it “Ad Copy,” and uploaded an ad image. 
Now all we have to do for now is hit “Publish.” Later, in the Tying Everything Together section, 
we will embed a link in the image that takes people to your Application page.  
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A Note on Size: Bigger is Not Always Better 
It appears when this training video was 
made, Craigslist ads were structured 
differently. Specifically, images placed in the 
body of the ad using HTML (as detailed 
above) sized at 800 X 1200 pixels will now 
run into the map portion of the ad: 
 
Here is an example of what a 800 X 1200 ad 
will look like on Craigslist: 
 
If you want your ad to be 800 x 1200 anyway, 
I suggest adding an image to your ad (using 
the image section, not the body part of the 
ad) to fill up the space at the top.  
 
I have found that 600 X 900 is a good size for 
an ad. You can even go smaller, like in this 
example, which is 427 X 1048:  
 

 
The 2nd ad image is narrow 
enough to fit, but so narrow that 
there is no “white space” between 
the ad image and the map. So too 
small isn’t better either.  
 
Find a size that looks good to your 
eye for Craigslist ads, and stick with 
that.  
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Next Step: WP Form (WordPress Forms) (07:24)  
When a potential prospect from Craigslist travels through the steps of your sales funnel, at 
some point they have to fill out a form. In this sales funnel, the 2nd step is to fill out an Apply 
form.  
 
Ad Copy (image)  

⇒ Apply Page (WP Form)  

⇒ TW3 Orientation Videos (CC 1-3)  

⇒ Survey (WP Form) 
 
 
The form is used to capture the person’s contact information so you can follow up with them. 
Using the WP Form inside your TW3 website (instead of creating your own outside of TW3, 
using Survey Monkey, for example), is also how you register your prospects with TW3 
Corporate. Since we all use the same WP “backbone,” TW3 can look up who a particular 
prospect  belongs to, if necessary. 
 
Warning: Once a prospect knows the name of our company, the prospect 
is likely to do their due diligence and research us using Google. If the 
prospect hasn’t already “registered” inside the TW3 system on YOUR 
apply form, and ends up on some other Trainer’s Apply form, you will 
probably lose the prospect.  It’s easy for the prospect to get excited and 
just start applying on various pages for our different opportunities (on 
terrywilson3.com or other trainers’ sites). So build your own 
funnel/application process as soon as you can.  
 
You can base your apply form off of the “classic” apply form from Terry’s 
site, or create your own.  
 

Creating your first WP Form 
 

1. Go to the main Dashboard.  
 

2. Click (or hover over ) “WP Forms” from the left main menu to 
access the dropdown menu.  
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3. Click “Add New” from the sub-menu. 
 

4. Click the “Blank Form” box. This will open your main work area for creating a form. 
Like the TW3 dashboard, the main menu is on your left from Top to Bottom. Each Main 
Menu item will open a Sub-Menu and a Preview Pane (Left to Right). See picture 
below.  

 

 
 

 
 

5. NOTE: Most forms you create will start with requesting the first and last name. 
Accordingly, WP has “Name” under “Standard Fields” you can use to instantly insert 
the First and Last name fields into your form. Reagan alternately uses the “Single Line 
Text” standard fields to accomplish a similar effect - if you use his method, however, 
the first and last name will be one on top of the other, instead of side by side.  

 
I have found using “Single Line Text” to be more versatile later, when adding other 

tools such as Aweber email marketing, so that’s the one I suggest you use.  
 

6. Click the Standard Field  “Email.” 
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7. Click the standard field “Phone.” To change text to “Cell Phone” use your mouse to 
left-click the Text box on the right side of the screen (under “Blank Form”). The editable 
field will then appear on the left side.  
 

8. Click “Checkboxes” to create the first question with options for the prospect to pick 
from. Use the questions from existing forms (see links above) or make up your own 
questions with options.  
 

9. Repeat until you have completed all the questions you wish to ask. Shorter forms are 
better at the beginning of the funnel.  
 

10. Make sure to click “Save” often, top right corner. 
 
 

Settings (11:10) 
With your new form questions complete,click on Settings (main menu on the left of the WP 
Forms page). Under the General tab (right side of page) you can rename the form. I suggest 
naming it “Application Form #1” or similar as you will have more forms in the future (as 
opposed to naming it simply, “Form”).  
 

 
 
Click on the Notifications tab (under General tab) to update email preferences.  
 

Notifications (11:30) 
When the form is submitted by a prospect, a copy should be emailed to you as a notification. 
The default email address is  {admin_email}. The curly brackets signify a mail-merge type 
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action, and are not necessary when you insert YOUR email address. If you leave 
{admin_email} as it is, your form will be sent to Terry instead of you, and it will likely get buried 
and never sent to you.  
 
Replace {admin_email} with whichever email address you plan to use for TW3 notifications. 
You may add more email address by separating them with commas. For now you probably 
just need one email address.  
 
The remaining notification fields are optional. I suggest changing “Email Subject” to 
something obvious that stands out when you get a notification email, ex.: “New TW3 
Application” 
 
If you want the notification email to include a synopsis of the all the data entered into the form 
by the  prospect, leave the {all_fields} tag in the Message field.  
 
NOTE: Make sure to SAVE your form by clicking the orange SAVE button in the top right 
corner, before leaving the page.  Then click the “X” to the left of the Save button to exit the 
page and return to the main menu.  
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Embedding the New Form on a Web Page (12:56) 

Understanding Elementor Video 
It’s time to start editing with Elementor. Elementor is a plug-in tool for Wordpress that allows 
you to build web pages quickly and easily using widgets. For a quick video tour, click the video 
below: 
 

 
 
In order to make the form you just created usable (i.e., visible to your prospect), we need to 
embed the form into a webpage. In the digital world, embedding a form is like embedding a 
stone into a ring. The band of the ring holds the featured item, the stone. In this case, a web 
page is going to hold our form so it’s featured and usable for our prospect.  
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The Embedding Steps  
 

1. Return to the Main WP Dashboard. Click 
Pages and Create a New Page 
 

2. Name the Page for public use.The name 
you choose will become part of a visible URL 
address for your form. I suggest keeping it 
brief and applicable, like “Apply” or “Apply 
Form.” (If you don’t know what URL means, 
click HERE.) 
 

3. Click “Edit with Elementor” button. The 
screen will change and a new editing menu 
will appear on the left side. The menu is very 
long and consists of several sections, each 
section containing a number of widgets. The 
available sections are as follows: 
 

a. Basic 
b. Pro 
c. General 
d. Site  
e. TW3 Network 

 
4. Scroll down until you find the TW3 Network 

section, and click the dropdown arrow to show 
all the widgets available for TW3 Members.  
 

5. Scroll down in the TW3 Network menu to find 
the WP Forms widget. Left-click and hold, 
then drag Elementor’s WP Forms widget from 
the left pane (menu) to middle pane (working). 
Release the WP Forms widget into the middle 
pane. The widget has now been activated for 
your use.  

 
(NOTE: Alternately to scrolling down, you can also type the name of the widget you 
want in the menu search bar, above the “Basic” section.) 
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6. Add your new Form to the new Page. (14:40) 
 

a. The left-hand menu pane will change and display the list of display options as 
well as the actual forms available to display on the page via the WP Forms 
widget.  
 

b. Title: Give your form a name understandable to the viewer/consumer, but that 
also makes sense with your overall direction. If you are promoting working the 
Call Center, you might call it “Call Center Application.” But if you make another 
form specifically for selling leads, you might call it “Lead Request.” 
 

c. Form: Select and add your form to the widget. If you only made one form, there 
will only be one option. (Tip: Use descriptive/clear names when creating forms 
in the future so you always know which form is which.) 
 

d. Display: 
i. Form Name & Form Description: Skip this for now. 

 
e. IMPORTANT: Click the Apply button  at the top of the menu to save your 

changes.  
 

f. Publish: Click the Publish button at the bottom of the menu after the screen 
changes.  
 

g. Exit Elementor: Click the top left menu icon (three lines on top of each other). 
Then click Exit to Dashboard. 
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7. Remove header, banners, etc. (6:16)  
 
To avoid distracting the prospect with a website menu, you can remove the header or 
any banners on your site by changing a single setting from the Main Dashboard.  
 

a. Remain on the Pages section on your Application Page 
 

b. Find the Page Attributes menu on the right side of the page & access the 
Template dropdown menu.  
 

c. Change Template to “Elementor Canvas” 
 

d. Click “Update” button just above Page Attributes.  
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Creating the Video Pages (17:30) 
 
When prospects submit the Apply Page form, the CC1-CC2-CC3 series of videos are 
supposed to pop up automatically, one at a time, for them to watch. So now we are going to 
create three pages, one for each video. After we create all three pages, we will link them so 
they play one after the other, automatically.  
 
Since we’ve already created a page (above) the following instructions are a bit more simplified 
and there will be less pictures, as you already know how to create a new Page.  
  

Video Page 1 
 

1. Navigate back to the Dashboard. 
 

2. Click Pages and Add New 
 

3. Title the Page “CC1” (CC = Call Center) 
 

4. Click on Webinars (center pane on the page you are currently on, just above the 
“Private Membership Live Training” blue button.  
 

5. Click on Orientation. Select the 2nd video.  
 

Note: In Reagan’s video, he selects the 1st video (which is now the 2nd video 
as of 5/6/2019). The current top video (blue) is a newer overview. For now, we 
will continue to build the “classic” funnel as outlined in Reagan’s video. 
 

6. Right-click on “CC1a Orientation Video for TW3” 
 

7. Select “Copy Video URL” 
 

8. Scroll back down the current Page and click “Edit with Elementor” and confirm you 
are leaving the Page if a box pops up asking.  
 

9. Once you’re in Elementor, left-click the Video widget from the Basic menu (left side), 
keep the mouse button down, and drag the widget over to the box in the right pane that 
says “Drag widget here.” 
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10. The left-side pane will have changed to the “Edit Video” menu. Find the box in the edit 
menu called “URL” and paste the video URL you already copied into the box.  
 

11. Click the green Publish button.  
 

12. Exit to the Dashboard. 
 

13. Locate the Page Attributes menu on the right of the page. Change the Template 
dropdown menu  to “Elementor Canvas” 
 

14. Click the blue Update button (above “Page Attributes”) 
 

15. Left-click the Permalink link just below the page Title. It should look something like 
this: http://eisenman.terrywilson3.net/cc1/. As long as you clicked Update, it’s safe to 
leave the page.  
 

16. The page will open open to your new CC1 page.  
 

Video Page 2 (22:00) 
 
Repeat the steps above but this time use the CC 2 video (make sure to name it accordingly 
when you make the new page).  
 

Video Page 3 (25:30) 
 
Repeat the steps above but this time use the CC 3 video. Are you sensing a pattern? :) 
 
 
 
Good job! The next step is to create another WP Forms page for the Survey. Once you’ve got 
that done, we’ll work to link everything together.   
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Survey Form - WP Forms (26:50) 
 
Once the video pages are created, the next step in the funnel is the survey form.  
 

1. Navigate back to the Main Dashboard. 
2. Click on WP Forms 
3. Click Create Blank Form 
4. You can use terrywilson3.com/start as a template if you wish, or create a modified 

version of your own survey.  
5. Create the survey using WP Forms following the same procedure used above (when 

you made the Application).  
6. To create the questions that use a rating, look for the field called “Rating.” 
7. Click Save 
8. Check Notifications and make sure the right email addresses are save so you get 

your survey responses.  
 
TIP: For a series of same-style questions, it can be faster to use the “Duplicate Field” 
icon. You’ll find the icon (it looks like two pages) at the end of the field you’re currently 
editing (right side), next to the trash can icon.  

Survey Form Page - Pages (30:40) 
 
Now that you have created your after-video survey form, it needs to be added to a new Page 
(just like we did earlier for the Application). Here’s the short version of the steps: 
 

1. Return to the Main WP Dashboard. Click Pages and Add New 
2. Name the Page “Survey” 
3. Click “Edit with Elementor” button.  
4. Scroll down and click the TW3 Network dropdown menu (or use the Search box) 
5. Drag & Drop the WP Forms widget from the left pane (menu) to middle pane 

(working).  
6. Add your new Survey Form to the new Page. 

a. You can leave Title blank if it is showing the Page name and makes sense.  
b. Select and add the Survey Form 
c. Click Apply 
d. Click Publish 
e. Exit Elementor (to Dashboard) 
f. Switch to Elementor Canvas (Page Attributes) 
g. Click Update 
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Tying Everything Together (32:20) 
 
Now we need to link everything together, which is done in a non-sequential order in Reagan’s 
video. We will be working on pages in this order:  
 

 

Order of the 
Steps 

Actual Funnel 
Order 

Apply Page Ad Copy 

Ad Copy Apply Page 

Orientation Videos 
(CC3, CC2, CC1) 

Orientation Videos (CC1, 
CC2, CC3) 

Survey Survey 

 
[NOTE: There is a brief section here where Reagan figures out something, but it’s not 
necessary to watch. Skip ahead to 33:44] 

Steps (33:44) 
 

1. Go to your TW3 Dashboard 
 

2. Copy the URL for the Application Page: 
 

a. Navigate to Pages/All Pages/Your Apply Page (whatever you titled it earlier) 
b. Hover your mouse pointer over the title of your page to open the available 

menu. 
c. Click “View” to open the link in a new tab.  
d. Copy URL at top of page.  

 
3. Go to Dashboard/All Pages (again) 

 
a. Find your “Ad Copy” page. Click Edit from the “Ad Copy” menu (hover over it). 
b. Scroll down to the ad copy image (below “Edit with Elementor box”) and 

left-click on the ad image. A box will appear around the image edges (this 
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signifies that the image is selected, and whatever you do next from the menu 
will affect the selected image).  

c. Click Insert/Edit Link icon. 
In the menu above the 
image.  

d. Scroll down until you find 
the dialog box that opened 
up, displaying the current 
URL link. 

e. Paste the URL address 
you copied into the URL 
address dialog box. The 
result is when the prospect 
clicks on the ad copy 
image, it will open the 
Apply page.  

f. Click Update 
g. Test the link while you are 

still on the ad copy page 
(just click on the Permalink 
link above). Click the 
image to test that the 
image will open to the 
Apply form.  

 
4. Return to the Dashboard 

 
a. Navigate to All Pages 
b. Find the CC1 page and 

click View. Copy the URL 
c. Return to the Dashboard. Click on the following: 

 
i. WP Forms 
ii. All forms 
iii. Click Apply Form (the application you created) to enable editing. A new 

page will open.  
iv. From the left-pane main menu, click Settings followed by Confirmation 

 
5. Paste URL into “Confirmation Redirect URL” box, under the “Go to URL redirect” box. 

See example image below.  
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a. NOTE: Make sure there are no blank spaces before the URL after you paste it 
in.  
 

6. Click Save 
 

a. Test it by going to the Apply form on All Pages, click View. Fill out the form with 
dummy information and click the Submit button. It should open to CC1. 

 

 
 

Link Videos (39:00) 
 
 

1. Stay on the video page that just opened (CC1) after hitting the Submit button 
 

2. Click Edit Page in the menu bar directly above the video. 
 

3. Scroll down to the main pane, click Edit with Elementor 
 

a. (Note: This next portion is the main part that is out of date on the PDF funnel.) 
 

4. Click the Button Widget (left pane, top menu section), drag and drop the widget into 
the gray Elementor box in the main pane, under the CC1 video. 
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5. Left Click the button you just dragged over (“Click Here”). 
 

6. Use the left-pane editing tools to delete the text currently in the button in the 
right-pane.  
 

7. Change the button text to “Click to Move Forward” 
 

8. Delete the # sign (left side) 
 

9. Now we need the URL for the page with the CC2 video. 
 

a. To get the CC2 web address without disturbing your work in Elementor, we 
need to open a new webpage (like Reagan does in the video). Do this by 
copying the current TW3 site web address you already have open.  

 
b. Open a new webpage tab. (Not sure how? Click HERE.) 
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c. Copy & Paste the web address for your TW3 site tab you already have open, 
into the new webpage. You now have your back office open in two separate 
pages, allowing you to access the data 
you need without interrupting the 
graphic design project (the button) on 
the first web page.  

 
d. Using the newly opened web page, go 

to “All Pages” in your main dashboard 
 

e. Find the CC2 video page and click 
“View” to open it and test that it’s 
working. It should look something like 
this: https://eisenman.terrywilson3.net/cc2/ 

 
f. And finally, copy the URL from the new 

web browser page. 
 

(TIP: An alternate way of getting your URLs for 
pasting, open Notepad or a similar text/word 
processing program, and copy/paste all your 
funnel-related URLs into one place, so you 
have them ready to go as you link everything 
up.) 

 
10. Then go back to the first webpage where we 

are building the button for CC1. 
 

a. Paste the CC2 video page URL into 
the “Link” box on the left side working 
menu.  
 

b. Open in new window: Optional. This 
means the CC1 video will not be 
“replaced” by CC2, but a new web page 
will open up and display CC2. That way 
they can go back to CC1 and watch it 
again if they want. If you don’t see this option available, click the gear icon to 
the right of the Link box you just pasted in.  
 

c. Add nofollow: Ignore this option. (Nofollow means search engines ignore the 
link for the purposes of creating visibility. By default, all links are Dofollow 
unless tagged Nofollow.) 
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11. Exit to Dashboard. You should still be on the CC1 page.  
 

12. Click Update (right-hand side of CC1 Page) to save all your changes.  
 

13. Click the CC1 link to test it (video CC1 should show up).  
 

 

Linking the 2nd Page (47:15) 
Now we got through basically the same steps to set up the CC2 page. However, I will write 
them down in a more abbreviated fashion.  
 

1. Get the link for CC3 ready to be pasted (same procedure as we did above).  
2. Go to Pages/All Pages/ CC2. Click Edit with Elementor. 
3. Drag the Button widget over.  
4. Change the text. 
5. Add the URL for CC3 
6. Position everything to your liking.  
7. Click Update 
8. Exit to Dashboard 
9. Click Update (right side, blue button) 
10. Test the link. 

 

Linking the 3rd Page (49:45) 
 

1. Get the link for the Survey page ready to be pasted (same procedure as we did 
above).  

2. Go to Pages/All Pages/ CC3. Click Edit with Elementor. 
3. Drag the Button widget over.  
4. Change the text to “Click to access Survey and set up Phone Interview” 
5. Add the URL for the Survey page. 
6. Position everything to your liking.  
7. Click Update 
8. Exit to Dashboard 
9. Click Update (right side, blue button) 
10. Test the link.  
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Message after the Survey  (53:00) 
 
Once someone submits the survey, it’s better if a message appears to let them know it 
submitted successfully, and you can tell them what the next step is.  
 

1. Navigate to WP Forms/Start survey/Settings/Confirmation. 
2. Change the Confirmation Type (right-pane) to “Message”.  
3. Type the message you wish to appear after the Survey is submitted. This will vary 

depending on what you want your next step to be. If you plan on reviewing their 
application and will call them, you can tell them that.  

 
You may also check with your trainer to see how they do it, or try out different systems until 
you are happy with the results.  
 

Final Test  (53:09) 
 
You’ve completed building your whole automated sales funnel! Test it one more time to make 
sure all the links are working, it plays out in the right order, etc. Fill out the application, 
surveys, etc.  
 

Posting the Ad on Craigslist (55:35) 
 
The full procedure  on posting a Craigslist ad using this automated funnel is coming up in Step 
4. The video is called “3 - CL Traffic “start here.” However, since Reagan covers it briefly in 
the current video, I’ve noted the basic steps below.  
 

1. Go to Ad Copy 
2. Click Edit 
3. Switch “Visual” to “Text”  
4. Copy the entire HTML code that replaces the ad image. 
5. Open Craigslist and post the HTML code in the Body section of your Craigslist ad, 

instead of writing any text.  
6. Fill out the rest of the Craigslist ad as described in the other upcoming video.  
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Final Notes and Tips 
Good work! Now that you have completed setting up and testing your first TW3 sales funnel, 
you can use variations of this funnel to sell other products, services or anything you want. For 
example, I created an ad for music lessons, posted it in the services section of Cragslist and 
directed it to a TW3 webpage that detailed everything they needed to know about signing up 
for music lessons. The TW3 page had registration buttons that led to my music schools 
registration form for a free introductory lesson. I got a new student from that page in about a 
week.  
 
The format of the funnel can be upgraded at any time, if you take time to learn more about 
Elementor and WordPress. If you find you too many unqualified prospects are booking closing 
calls, make your forms longer and more official.  
 
If you find you are talking to people who don’t seem to have watched the videos, you can learn 
how to host the videos on other hosting sites like Vimeo, which will allow you to remove the 
ability to skip ahead in the video to get to the next video, etc.  
 
Whatever problem you run into on your sales funnel, you can probably imagine a better 
version, and search Google to find out how to accomplish it using TW3 tools or other tools.  
 
Finally, if you haven’t set up your blog and started curating content, don’t wait any longer! 
Blogging forms a big part of the long-range plan to generate leads (for anything) without 
having to spend money on Craigslist ads. If you’re not sure what blogging is, why it’s important 
or how to do it, keep an eye out for my next book, “Blogging for TW3 Beginners.”  
 
Now go get the rest of your Training Steps done! Step 4 was the biggest training step to 
complete. The rest are quick and easy!  
 
Best regards, 
 
Trevor Eisenman 
Elite Sales Rep & Trainer 
www.tw3marketmakers.com 
Main: (800) 673-1728 Ext.11625 
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